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ABSTRACT
Coastal Resort Developments and Impacts on
Shallow Water Aquifers in Southern Baja California Sur, Mexico
Geologic Mapping of the Development Area for Fiesta Surf Resorts Incorporated
by
Bud J. Benneman
A Coastal resort named Fiesta Surf is being planned for the southern portion of the
Baja peninsula on the Pacific coast between the resort town of Cabo San Lucas and
Todos Santos. Two additional resorts and an exclusive housing community are in
the planning stages within this region, known as the "Pacific Corridor." The
proposal for development is in a high growth region near the southern tip of the Baja
peninsula in the state of Baja California, Sur, Mexico. The Pacific coast of southern
Baja has seen little development and consists largely of non-developed shoreline.
The current economic base of the area is ranching, small agriculture farms, and
fishing. The Fiesta Surf Corporation plans to develop 500 acres as a coastal resort,
golf course, and possible marina for recreation and tourism.
Development of golf courses and resort hotels will have dramatic impacts on
the water resources of the area. The extent of those resources, has had little
attention with regards to indepth studies. The geology of Southern Baja is complex
and has not been the issue of intense exzamination. Water resources are directly
related to rock types, topography, drainage patterns, and geology with regards to
structure. Alluvial deposits are especially important determinants of water yield
from any aquifer. This paper examines the potential of surface and ground water
resources to support the planned developments in Southern Baja.
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Section One
THE PROBLEM OF LIMITED WATER RESOURCES
Surface and ground water levels in southern Baja are currently being
depleted. The San Jose River, prior to development, flowed into the Gulf of
California (or Mar De Cortez). Ground water levels in the San Jose Jiiver Valley
have dropped as a result of water withdrawal from various wells within this basin
(Hernandez, 1996). Continued resort development, population growth, and
increases in agriculture production will have significant impacts on water resources
in this region. Developments on the Pacific side of Southern Baja will have impacts
on water resources in several watershed basins.
Description of Study Area
Drainage basin analysis was conducted throughout the southernmost portion
of the Baja peninsula. The study area lies south of La Paz and includes the entire
southern portion of the Baja peninsula. The Fiesta Surf property is located 56.6
kilometers (30.2 miles) north of Cabo San Lucas and 17.3 kilometers (11.1 miles)
south of Todos Santos on the Pacific side of the Baja peninsula. The purpose was to
determine the amount of water resources available to support resort development in
Southern Baja California, Sur.
Fiesta Surf is an investment group of United States businessmen and
developers who have purchased two side-by-side 220-acre parcels of coastal
property. Incorporated under Mexican law, the investment-development group
plans to build a coastal resort, golf course, and marina on this property. The
development will impact 500 acres of land, including about one half kilometer (1/4
mi.) of beach front, and will extend seven kilometers (4.3 mi.) inland from the coast
(Figure-1).
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Figure-1 Map of the southern most part of Baja
California. Research area is 1,550 Km from the
Mexico-USA Boarder.
Introduction
Southern Baja consists of eight hydrological drainage basins. Four of these
basins—San Jose, Todos Santos, San Jacinto, and Pescadero— contain significant
water resources to support agriculture or urban use of water. Three resorts and a
major ranch estate community are planned for Southern Baja on the Pacific Side.
This development area is referred to as the "Pacific Corridor." The four
developments will take place within the drainage basins of San Jacinto, Pescadero
and Todos Santos.
Topography is one of the most important landscape features for
hydrological distribution and storage of water resources (Woolock and Price, 1994).
In addition to topography rock type; distribution of alluvium, faulting and erosion
features were used to determine the potential of available water resources within the
eight basins of Southern Baja. Detailed topographic and geologic mapping of the
Fiesta Surf property within the San Jacinto drainage provides a greater in-depth
analysis of ground and surface water resources for the Fiesta Surf development.
The geology with respect to rock types, alluvium material and configuration
of the drainage systems was then compared and contrasted to other drainage basins
in arid environments. Basin comparisons were selected in arid or semi arid
environments with similar features to Southern Baja. Geographical similarities
consisting of mountain highlands as a source of alluvium material, ground water,
and surface runoff patterns within basin and range topography were the criteria for
basin selection. Drainage basins of Southern Baja were compared to basins in
central and northern Baja, as well as the Southwestern United States.
MATERIALS AND METHOD
Water resources of Southern Baja were studied by using a combination of
low-level aerial photography, high definition overlapping aerial photographs, and
1:250000 topographic relief maps. The southern portion of the Baja peninsula was
divided into eight major drainage basins. Geographical division of these drainage
basins is based on surface drainage patterns, topographic divides, and rock units.
These basins were then studied in the field as a reconnaissance-mapping project.
Rock samples collected from each basin were tested in a laboratory for water
saturation potential. Lab test conducted consisted of testing water retention
properties such as permeability, and porosity. Permeability and porosity rates were
plotted as regressions and compared to rock samples in basins in Mexico and the
Southwestern United States.
Fieldwork involved the location, exposures, and extent of crystalline
basement rocks. In addition field measurements were conducted on the thickness
and distribution of alluvium material within each respective basin. Stream channel
characteristics such as size, width, and depth were noted for basin modeling. The
size of the basin and boundaries was established by mapping out drainage patterns.
High definition air photographs and 1:250000 topographic maps were used in
conjunction with fieldwork to establish these basin boundaries.
After significant fieldwork, it was determined that four of the eight
drainage basins contained significant water resources. This determination was based
on visible surface flow of streams, rivers, and springs. Geographic configuration of
the drainage basin and source of water in relation to mountain highlands was an
important consideration in assessing water resources of southern Baja drainage
basins. The four basins with significant water resources consist of the San Jose
River Basin, Todos Santos Basin, San Jacinto drainage, and Pescadero Basin. These
four drainage basins currently either have developments within them or else
proposals are in place to build within these drainage systems. The Fiesta Surf
property lies within the San Jacinto basin (Figure-2).
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Fiesta surf Mapping
In order to evaluate the water resource potential of the Fiesta Surf
property, a detailed topographic and geologic map was produced in two phases. The
first part of the mapping produced a topographic map on a scale of one inch per
kilometer. Topographic contours were set at twenty-meter intervals with elevation
datum as mean sea level. Mapping included the use of three high definition
overlapping aerial photographs, 1:250000 reconnaissance topographic maps, and
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1:250000 geographic information maps. Geographical Position Satellite (GPS)
instrumentation was used to set contour intervals and establish elevations (INEGI,
1986, 1987, 1988, 1989).
The second phase of mapping produced a geologic map identifying rock
types, exposures of rock units, structural arrangement, and the distribution of
alluvium material. Two cross section showing geologic units and topography were
produced during the second phase of mapping. The geologic aspects of the property
and immediate surrounding area are most important with regard to ground water
resources because the drainage patterns, distribution of washes, river valleys, and
sedimentary fill significantly influence the availability of groundwater for this
development (Appendix-A).
Section Two
Water Use and Water Demand
Within Southern Baja
Water resources are an important component of development within an arid
region. As additional resorts are built, the population increases due to the
availability of jobs in the resort industry and in construction. Agriculture
development follows to meet demands for dairy, produce, and citrus. The increase
in demand is directly attributed to the resort industry. Thus growth in the resort
industry and tourism has results in a population increase within this region.
Ground water is the single most important source of water in southern Baja.
The primary reason for a dependency on ground water is due to a lack of any
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significant rivers, streams, or lakes in Southern Baja (Reyes, 1990). As
development continues and pushes up the pacific side of the peninsula, demands for
water resources both surface and subsurface will increase.
Tourism Impacts
Southern Baja is the fastest growing area in all of Mexico. According to
published reports by Fonatur, the government institute that records and publishes
economic information on Mexico, economic growth on a per capita scale in
Southern Baja outpaced resort areas such as Mazatlan, Acapulco, and Cancun over a
ten-year period from 1990 to 2000. Population on a per capita scale grew faster in
Southern Baja than any other Mexican region (Fonatur, 2001).
The catalyst for this growth is the resort industry, which offers vacationers
five-star coastal hotels and white sand beaches in a subtropical climatic setting.
Tourists enjoy water sports, deep-sea fishing, golfing, fine restaurants, off-road
adventures, parasailing, shopping and sight seeing. Several travel firms in the
United States offer package tours, which include air transportation, hotel
accommodations, and car rental.
The "Corridor"
The tourism boom has dramatically increased growth and construction in the
southern portion of the Baja peninsula. The towns of San Jose Del Cabo and Cabo
San Lucas are joined by a twenty miles stretch of coastline with thirty-four hotels,
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seven golf courses, and sandy beaches collectively known as "Los Cabos." Of the
thirty-four major resorts in the area, twenty-two of the finest resorts are listed in
figure three. Out of the twenty-two, twelve are five star resorts, eight are four star.
Hotel and country club development has impacted this coastal area between the two
towns of Cabo San Lucas and San Jose Del Cabo; the area is referred to as the
"Corridor." This area is in the midst of the largest construction boom in all of
Mexico. Some of the finest five star hotels such as the Westin Regin, Twin
Dolphins, and Cabo Real are situated along this portion of the coast (Fonatur, 2000).
San Jose Del Cabo is the capital of the municipality with a population of
approximately 50,000 people. Cabo San Lucas with a population of approximately
58,300 people and a 338-slip marina, is the major tourist destination (Figure-3)
(Fonatur, 2001).
From an economic perspective, the base economy of ranching, agriculture
and fishing is being replaced as the primary employer by the resort industry. The
tourism industry's growth in Southern Baja California has impacted economic
growth on a regional economic scale in southern Baja California. Furthermore the
resort industry as a whole acts as an economic multiplier on other sectors in the
economy. For every ten additional jobs in the resort industry, seven jobs are created
in other sectors of the economy. This multiplier increases the demand for private
and government services. In addition, the multiplier results in increases in retail-
wholesale trade, health care, insurance, real estate, and construction (Sullivian,
1993). Although Cabo San Lucas is the desired destination, tourism growth has
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Los Cabos Tourism Economic Region
1. Solmar
2. Kininterra
3. Marina Kieftta
4. Plaza La* Gloria*
5. Cabo Las Flores
6. Villa del Patnar Cabo
7. Pueblo Bonito Rone/Iilanco
H, Club Caicada* de Raja
9. Villa del Patnar Cabo
10. Seven Crown
11. Mi«i«nes del Cabo
12. Sheraton 11 da. Del Mar
13. Twin Dolphin
14. Cabo San L*ca*
15. Mella I .cm Cabo*
16. Casa Del Mar
17. Melia Cabo Real
18. Hilton
19. Westin Regina
20. PaloiUla
21. La .lolla De Los Caboc
22. Prefldente Intercontinental
(Figure-3 Data Taken From Fonatur 2001)
impacted the smaller towns in the area and the state of Baja California, Sur. Growth
in tourism has resulted in land speculation on the Pacific side of the peninsula.
The Pacific Corridor
A strong economic base resulting from tourism is impacting the Pacific
side of the southern peninsula northward toward the town of Todos Santos where
the Fiesta Surf development will take place. This development area, referred to as
the "Pacific Corridor," has seen a real estate boom with land speculation as the
catalyst. A major Mexican developer, Pedregal, is currently developing a one
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hectare (2,460 acres) site. Construction is underway to build a series of high dollar
singe family ranch estates by Pedregal. This development lies to the southeast of the
Fiesta Surf development area. In addition to the Fiesta Surf project, two other
resorts are in the planning stages for the Pacific Corridor. One resort is planned for
the coastal area of Palm Beach. South of the small town of Pescadero a resort is
planned for Cerrridos Beach (Rutowski, 2001). The Fiesta Surf development, Palm
Beach, Cerridos Beach, and the Pedegral developments will take Place in drainage
basins with significant water resources. The development plans for this region
seems to be following water resources. Resort development sites for the Pacific
Corridor will take place in areas with water resources.
Climate
Climate and mean annual rainfall is an important consideration when
evaluating potential water resources. Southern Baja has a climate consisting of an
average of 300 days of sunshine annually. Average temperature is 24 degrees
Celsius, 75 degrees Fahrenheit. The flora of Southern Baja consists primarily of
succulent cacti and thorn scrub (INEGI, 1986). This region is categorized as a
desert due to an excess of evaporation over precipitation. Rainfall is greatest in the
summer, and autumn precipitation often occurs as result of thunderstorms due to a
convection of moist air in the upper elevations of the Sierra De Laguna Mountains.
A second source of precipitation consists of southwestern monsoons. These wind
circulations brings southerly flows of moisture from southern Mexico into the region
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from July to October. The majority of the rainfall occurs in September (Reyes,
1990).
Plants in this region have two seasons. During parts of the year when
rainfall does not occur, or during droughts, the plants lose foliage. When the
monsoons appear, plants bloom with flowers and foliage resulting in a lush green
desert (Roberts, 1989). Monsoons often produce afternoon and evening scattered
showers and thunderstorms. Some thunderstorms produce up to an inch of rain over
a period of a half-hour. Since the soil is poorly developed in this desert region and
plant communities consist largely of succulents, a large portion of the precipitation
runs off and flows to the ocean (INEGI, 1988).
Rainfall in Southern Baja is not consistent from year to year. Some
monsoon seasons produce almost no rain, resulting in drought conditions, which can
last several years. Other monsoon seasons have produced several inches of rainfall
over the duration of a half-hour, potentially resulting in massive flooding.
Occasionally, tropical monsoons reach land with high winds, storm surges, and
rainfall resulting in flooding (Cutter, 1997). Thus annual rainfall on a year-to-year
basis influences the amount of water present in streams and springs in this region
(Bentley, 1996).
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Section Three
Water Resources of Southern Baja Basins
San Jose River Basin
San Jose Del Cabo, the resort corridor, and Cabo San Lucas receives water for
domestic and commercial use from two principal pipelines. The principal source is
located in Santa Anita Canyon, within the San Jose River drainage basin.
Domestic and commercial water used in Cabo San Lucas is transported 43
kilometers from the San Jose River Basin through two enclosed aqueducts. The
primary aqueduct consists of an eighteen-inch pipe with a carrying capacity of 3,963
grams per minute (g.p.m). Water for the primary pipeline is withdrawn from five
wells north of San Jose Del Cabo. Increases in population and economic growth
resulted in construction of a second pipeline in 1996. The second aqueduct draws
water from eight wells that feed into a reservoir. Water is pumped out of the
reservoir and transported to resorts, golf courses, and the city of Cabo San Lucas
through a twenty four-inch pipe. The capacity of this pipe is 4,755 g.p.m. The
combined aqueduct system delivers 8,718 g.p.m. of municipal/commercial water
used in southern Baja (Fonatur, 1999).
Ground water is the major source of municipal/industrial water throughout
Baja. The southern portion of the Baja California Peninsula consists of eight major
hydrological drainage basins. These drainage systems eventually run into the Gulf
of California or to the Pacific Ocean (INEGI, 1988). The source of water for these
drainage basins is the Sierra De Laguna mountain range with peaks of five thousand
feet in elevation. On the eastern side of these mountains, San Jose Del Cabo is
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located within the largest drainage basin, Valle De San Jose. This drainage basin
contains several washes and rivers that feed into the San Jose River The eastern side
of these mountains, where San Jose Del Cabo is located, receives the largest portion
of rainfall (Comision Nacional Del Agua, 1986).
Water Resources of Todos Santos
Todos Santos (in Spanish "All the Saints") is a small agricultural town of.
5,000 people. The town is situated in a small lush green valley that has the
appearance of a tropical paradise. Sugar cane was planted in several plantations
from 1922 to 1951 (Williams, 1986). The fields of these plantations were irrigated
by a system of canals fed by several artesian springs. However, the sugar cane
industry crashed in 1952 after the artesian springs stopped flowing. Residents
attribute an abrupt end to water flow from the springs due to large earthquake in the
town of Todos Santos. There is no literature to support this earthquake account,
however, the town does lie on a geologic fault (Martinez, 2000).
Due to the presence of water, Todos Santos Valley is a tropical oasis within
the Baja desert. The valley has fertile green fields and plantations of date palm
trees. In addition to tropical palms, rubber and mango trees grow in this subtropical
setting. Artesian wells that once naturally flowed from the ground have been
replaced by a series of wells, now equipped with large electrical water pumps. The
wells occupy the site of the original natural artesian springs. Water pumped from
the ground is the primary water source for the city, and surrounding farms.
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Hydrology of San Jacinto
The development site for the Fiesta Surf Resort lies within a small drainage
basin that includes the San Jacinto River. This river is the primary source of water
for the agricultural community of Plutarco Elias Calles, which occupies the flood
plain of the river. Rio San Jacinto is a seasonal river with peak flows occurring in
September during the height of the monsoon season (Reys, 1990). During the dry
season, or during droughts, the. river loses surface water. The agricultural
community of Plutoarco Elias Calles irrigates fields by pumping water from wells
located within the San Jacinto River and flood plain (Comision Nacional Del Auga,
1986).
According to a Mexican government report published in 1986, the San
Jacinto River Basin has a steady rate of ground water flow. The focal point of this
study was subsurface water flow rates through sedimentary alluvium material.
According to this study, the strongest flow rates were associated with river basins
such as the San Jacinto River. In theory, topographic relief from the mountains to
the sea results in a steep gradient. Steep gradient in conjunction with alluvium and
sedimentary rocks results in high flow rates of ground water. The flow rates were
measured using wells in agricultural fields within Plutoarco Elias Calles (Figure-4),
(Comision Nacional Del Auga, 1986).
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Figure-4 Subsurface water flow rates within the San Jacinto River.
Bold black lines indicate subsurface water flow rates as measured in
millimeters per hour. Larger numbers indicate strong subsurface
flow rates. (Data taken from 1986 Mexican Government Report.
INEGI 1986 Hidrloogico de Auga Baja, Sur.)
Figure-4.1 San Jacinto River looking west towards the Pacific Ocean. White sand is
the river channel. Agricultural fields of Plutoarco Elias Calles occupy the flood
plain.
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Section Four
Topography and Geology of Southern Baja
Topographic Setting of Southern Baja
The topography of Southern Baja is dominated by the Sierra De Laguna
Mountains. This mountain highland runs down the center part of the landmass like a
backbone. The Sierra De Laguna Mountains divide the southern portion of the
peninsula into an eastern and western drainage pattern. The highest peak of the
Sierra De Laguna reaches 1,590 meters (5,215 feet) in elevation, while the tallest
peaks of the mountain highland are 28.5 kilometers from the ocean, resulting in a
gradient of 55.78 meters per kilometer (113.6 feet per mile) (INEGI, 1986). Steep
gradients often result in runoff and flooding during storm events in regions
consisting of desert vegetation.
In addition to the Sierra De Laguna mountains, a smaller mountain chain
straddles the coast of the Pacific Ocean and along the Gulf of California (Mar De
Cortez). These mountains, consisting of granite and metamorphic rocks, reach
elevations of approximately 300 meters (1,000 feet). The combination of the inland
Sierra De Laguna Mountains and the coastal ranges has resulted in a vast inland
valley between the two sets of mountains. None of the drainage basins of Southern
Baja consists of a closed basin; all eight basins of drain into the Pacific Ocean or
Gulf of California (INEGI, 1987).
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Geological Setting
The geologic setting of Southern Baja consists primarily of crystalline
granite and metamorphic rocks. Sedimentary rocks are absent from the southern tip
of the Baja peninsula. In addition, marine terraces found throughout the Baja
Peninsula and Southern California are not to be found at the southern tip. Granite
rocks dominate the Sierra De Laguna Mountains, the inland valleys, and the
mountains along the coast (Beal, 1973). Large inland valleys lie between the central
Sierra De Laguna Mountains and the coastal ranges. Several streams drain out of
these inland valleys and flow to the Pacific Ocean or the Gulf of California. Granite
and metamorphic rocks are exposed throughout the area, especially in stream
channels.
Geologic Structure
The geologic structure of Southern Baja is dominated by two principal
geologic events. First the Sierra De Laguna Mountains were uplifted and tilted to
the east approximately twenty million years ago. This uplifting resulted in a horst
and graben structural setting. The Sierra De Laguna Mountains represent the
uplifted horst, which are bounded by faults at the base of the mountains. Lowland
valleys represent the down dropped graben. The second significant geologic
structures found in Southern Baja are strike-slip faults. These faults may be
associated with the San Andreas Fault zone that separated Baja from the mainland of
Mexico (Anderson, 1971). Strike slip fault trends are present on the western side of
the Sierra De Laguna Mountains (Fletcher, 1998). A strike-slip fault cuts across
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southern Baja north of La Paz. The strike-slip fault created, a flat mountainous plain
80 kilometers (50 miles) wide, separates the Sierra De Laguna Mountains from the
Sierra De Giganta Mountains to the north. Anderson suggests that a strike slip fault
separated the two ranges and formed the mountainous plain (Figure-5) (Anderson,
1971).
Normal Faults
Strikk-Slip Faults
U
D
Gulf of California
North
A
San Jose
Del Cabo
Cabo San
Lucas 0 Km 10 Km 20Km
Figure-5 Black lines at the base of the Sierra De Laguna Mountains represent normal faults.
U is the portion that moves up in relation to the D. Normal faults are associated with uplifting
of the Sierra De Laguna Mountains. Red NE-SW trending faults are strike-slip faults.
Data taken from Anderson 1971, Beal, 1973, and Fletcher 1998.
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A combination of strike-slip faults with a north-south orientation and horst-
graben faulting set a geologic structure that directly influenced the drainage patterns
of Southern Baja. Flow directions of streams out of the Sierra De Laguna
Mountains follow these structural trends. This, in turn, may be the single important
factor influencing the natural distribution of water in basins on the western side of
Southern Baja.
Section Five
Field Investigations of Geology and Water Resources
Cabo San Lucas Basin
Cabo San Lucas lies at the southernmost tip of Baja. The city of Cabo and
the resort district occupies the southernmost drainage basin of Baja. Granite
outcroppings of rock can be seen throughout this basin. A steep ridge of Granite
rock jets out into the ocean. At the tip of this ridge is a wave carved arch into the
granite named "Los Arcos" (The Arch) (Figure-6 & 7). Outcroppings of granite
boulders are found throughout the city of Cabo San Lucas. Some granite boulders
are so large that pedestrian walkways wind around these boulders. Non-paved
streets throughout the city have granite rock exposures at the surface.
The Cabo San Lucas basin is void of sedimentary rocks, valley fill, marine
terraces or alluvium. Basins comprised of granite rock without sedimentary material
generally do not contain ground water resources of any great quantity. This may be
the fundamental reason for importing water via a pipeline forty-three kilometers
from the east out of the San Jose River valley.
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Figure-6 Granite rocks of the southern most tip of the Baja Peninsula. This
granite in the southern extension of the Sierra De Laguna Mountains.
Figure-7 The Famous Baja Arch "Los Arcos" was cut into the granite by
wave action of the Pacific Ocean. The granite is cretaceous in age.
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San Jose River Basin
The largest drainage basin in Southern Baja is found on the eastern side of
the Sierra De Laguna Mountains. Rio San Jose flows along the eastern side of the
Sierra De Laguna Mountains in a large basin that drains into the Gulf of California.
Several tributaries and large washes flow from the mountain highlands, and merge
with the San Jose River. This drainage pattern forms a large river basin with the San
Jose River in the central part of the valley. Thick deposits of alluvium material are
found throughout the San Jose River Valley. Alluvium material forms as basin fill,
resulting in an alluvial apron. This apron of alluvium resulted from erosion of the
Sierra highlands. The eroded debris or alluvium material fills the valley. Alluvial
material within this drainage basin varies in size from gravel size to large boulders.
The matrix and varying sizes of the alluvial components suggest varying
depositional environments. Larger boulders and debris are indications of swift
movement and deposition during massive floods. Portions of the alluvium consisting
of rounded boulders and cobbles may have been deposited in a wetter environment
than the present arid climate. Deposits 400 meters in thickness were observed in the
field within this basin. Thick deposits of alluvial material of this type are not typical
of drainage basins of Southern Baja.
The source of surface and ground water is the mountain highlands.
Numerous springs and small lakes are scattered throughout the foothills and within
the San Jose River Valley. Surface water streams flowing out of the mountains
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disappear under thick alluvial aprons. Ground water then flows through the alluvial
material towards San Jose Del Cabo and the Gulf of California. The topographic
relief of this river valley consists of high mountains with peaks of 1,880 meters
(6,168 feet) above sea level high and a lower river valley 80 meters (263 feet) in
elevation at the airport. This topographic relief, in conjunction with a distance of
twenty kilometers, results in a steep gradient. A steep gradient produces a strong
ground water pressure flow in this valley. From 1980 to 1985 the Mexican
government performed ground water flow rates, and ground water pressure test
within the San Jose River Basin. The results of these tests indicated strong and
steady groundwater flow rates. The government studies suggest water pressure, and
water table levels are directly related to alluvial material and topography. Ground
water within the San Jose Basin is stored in alluvial material (Comision Nacional
Del Auga, 1986).
The San Jose River is the principal source of water for Southern Baja. Rio
San Jose and subsurface water is maintained by flow from alluvial material. Prior to
development, a delta, marsh, and wetland was formed near the Gulf of California.
Since development of the area began, water tables have dropped as a consequence of
pumping and irrigated agriculture (Hernandez, 1990). Thus the lagoon at the end of
the San Jose River is currently drying up due to a lack of fresh water inflows from
the San Jose River. As subsurface water tables drop, surface water in the river dries
up due to river water soaking into the substrate to replenish subsurface water. The
upper portion of the San Jose basin consists of cultivated farmland. Agricultural
fields within the flood plains of the San Jose River utilize surface water. Farm fields
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above the river within the flood plain remove ground water from wells. A
combination of surface and ground water use has resulted in the drying up of the
river. Fresh water from the San Jose River no longer flows to the lagoon except
during times of high rainfall and flooding (Labah, 1998).
Western Drainage Basins
The Sierra De Laguna Mountains divide the southern portion of the Baja
peninsula into an eastern and western drainage pattern. Eastern drainage patterns
such as the San Jose River Basin consist of a series of tributaries that flow into a
larger river. This larger river is located within the central part of the basin.
Drainage patterns of this type result from topographic relief. Water flows from the
mountain highland and fans out onto the central valley floor. Topographic drainage
consists of a dendritic or branching pattern. This branch like drainage distributes
water in a fanning out pattern. Dendritic drainage found on the eastern side of the
Sierra highland results in deposition of alluvial material onto the valley floors.
Drainage patterns on the western side of the Sierra De Laguna Mountains follow
structural trends such as faults (Figure-8).
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Basins West of the
Mountain Highlands
are Cut Off From
Runoff and Alluviaum
Figure-8
FIGURE-8 Drainage on the east side of the Sierra De Laguna Mountains differs
from drainage on the west. Western drainage flows in a north-south direction
prior to turning west to the ocean. This drainage cuts the inland basins off from
runoff and alluvium material from the mountain highland. East side drainage in
the San Jose River Basin results in runoff and alluvium material deposition. The
eastern San Jose Basin has thick deposits of alluvial material.
These western drainage systems consist of a trellis drainage system and do
not branch out like dendritic drainage. Western trellis drainage follows a north-
south direction along the base of the Sierra De Laguna Mountains. Drainage of this
type concentrates along one area, at the base of the mountains. Water and alluvial
material does not fan out. Drainage patterns on the western side of the Sierra
highland follow normal and strike-slip faults at or near the base of the mountains.
This unique drainage pattern results in a north to south or south to north drainage
that is perpendicular to the mountain highlands. Precipitation runoff is concentrated
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in one major channel and does not fan. Once the water is concentrated in this trellis
drainage system, the water flows out to sea.
Trellis drainage is recognized in the San Jacinto River, El Refugio and San
Juan del Aserradero rivers, all on the western side of the Sierra De Laguna
Mountains. The San Jacinto River valley is included on the map of the Fiesta Surf
property. Rio San Jacinto flows south along the base of the Sierra De Laguna
Mountains and then abruptly turns west, flowing into the Pacific Ocean. This
general drainage pattern is noticeable on air photographs and 1:250000 topographic
maps (INGEI, 1986).
Alluvial Deposits
The vast inland valleys and basins that occupy the area between the
coastal mountains and Sierra highlands in theory is an ideal basin for deposits of
alluvial material. Mountain combinations of this type often result in deposition of
thick alluvial material within the valley or lowland. This is common throughout
desert regions in California, Mexico, and the Southwestern United States. Eroded
material from the highlands develops a debris pile on the side of the mountains.
After continued erosion and deposition of the debris, a thick apron of alluvium is
deposited. These alluvial fans often result in an accumulation of alluvium material
three thousand feet thick. Alluvium material will converge along the flanks of
mountains, producing a surface called a "bahada," which is a series of alluvial fans.
These thick surfaces of alluvial fans bury bedrock under the thick deposits. The
matrix of alluvial material is fragmented rock, sand and, clay. Within the piles of
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fragmented rock are void spaces. Rain and runoff from storm events is stored within
the void spaces between the debris and rock fragments of the alluvial fans. Field
observations indicate that many Southern Baja basins do not contain thick deposits
of alluvium material. Crystalline rock outcrops can be seen throughout the area
from the foothill of the Sierra De Laguna Mountains to the coastal mountains and
throughout the inland valleys.
Alluvial Deposits of Southern Baja
There are two distinct alluvial surfaces within Southern Baja basins.
These alluvial deposits differ in relation to one another with respect to age and
composition. The youngest alluvial material is quaternary (1.7 Million Years Ago to
present). This alluvial surface is active with respect to deposition of alluvium
material. Quaternary alluvial deposits are found within the San Jose River Basin
and on both sides of the Sierra De Laguna Mountains. These deposits range in
thickness from 100 to 400 meters. The second alluvial surface found in Southern
Baja is considerably older than the quaternary deposits. The older alluvial deposits
range in age from eocene (7.5 Million Years ago) to pliocene (3 Million Years Ago).
Older alluvial deposits are not active with respect to deposition and range in
thickness from one to three meters.
Inner western basins and valleys on the western side of the Sierra De
Laguna Mountains contain the older eocene to pliocene alluvial material. This older
alluvial material seems to be inactive with respect to deposition. Since this surface
is only one to three meters thick, outcroppings of granite and metamorphic bedrock
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are found on the surface. Another feature of eocene to pliocene alluvial material is
weathered or decomposed rock fragments. Weathering rine is an outer crust or layer
on a rock fragment, formed by weathering and decomposition of the rock material.
Rock samples of the older alluvial surface have weathering rinds that penetrate up to
twenty percent of the rock material. Another feature of the older alluvial surface is
red hardpan soils. These soils are found throughout the basins on the west side of
the Sierra Highland mountains. Red hardpan surfaces result from the oxidation-
reduction process in weathering of rock forming minerals, high in iron and
magnesium. Surface weathering of these minerals results in the release of iron,
silica and magnesium onto the surface. These minerals through oxidation turn red
and develop into a red hardpan soil surface. This process in an arid environment
takes a considerable amount of time on a scale millions of years (Jackson, 1986).
Alluvial aprons quaternary in age are active with respect to deposition.
These deposits are void of rock fragments with well-developed weathering rinds.
Active alluvial materials are also void of red hardpan surfaces. Alluvial deposits
that are active with respect to deposition result from water flowing over the surface
carrying eroded material from the mountain highlands. This material, consisting of
boulders, cobbles and gravel, is deposited on the surface. Each storm event results
in additional material being transported from the highlands and deposited down
slope. Over millions of years, thick alluvial surfaces develop, often resulting in
deposits 500 meters thick.
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Normal Faulting and Erosion of Alluvial Surfaces
Basins on the western side of the Sierra De Laguna Mountain lack thick
deposits of alluvial material. This may be due to recent uplifting and eastward tilt of
the Sierra De Laguna Mountains. The Sierra Highlands represent an uplifted block
bound by a fault at the base of the mountains. Steep topography may have resulted
in erosion of alluvial fans. A similar process has been studied in Death Valley,
California. The eastern side of Death Valley, along the Black Mountains, has
poorly developed alluvial fans and no bahada surfaces. The western side, along the
Panamint Mountains, has well-developed alluvial fans. The alluvial fans overlap
one another, resulting in a bajada surface. This surface of alluvial is over 180 miles
long in length, and spans the entire length of the Panamint Mountains. A recent
fault on the eastern side of Death Valley has uplifted the Black Mountains.
Structural uplifting of the Black Mountains resulted in an increase in gradient.
Steeper topographic profiles result in erosion of the alluvial fans and subsequent
removal of alluvium material (Wells, 1989); (Sherman, U.S. Geological Survey
Photography 1956).
The geologic setting of southern Baja is similar to the Black Mountains
in Death Valley, California. Uplifting of the Sierra De Laguna Mountains may have
increased the gradient along the western edge. In the case of Death Valley,
California, the alluvium material of the Black Mountains was eroded and deposited
on the valley floor. Alluvial material was deposited on the valley floor in Death
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Valley because it is a closed basin. Southern Baja basins are open in contrast to
closed basins in Death Valley, California. Open basin in Baja results in alluvium
material being carried out to sea. Another major difference is that Baja basins have
one mountain range source for alluvial material, the Sierra De Laguna Mountains
whereas Death Valley has two major mountain ranges the western Panamint
Mountains and the Black Mountains to the east.
Strike-Slip Faulting
In addition to normal basin-range faulting, Southern Baja has a series of
strike-slip faults. Several faults of this nature were recognized in the field. These
faults have displaced hills and set structural trends in basins. High-resolution air
photographs and fieldwork revealed several strike-slip faulting trends. Strike-slip
faults have resulted in a regional structural trend in which drainage and topography
seem to follow the structure set by strike-slip motion. David Fletcher is currently
mapping fault systems in Baja. Fletcher has recognized several strike-slip faults on
the western side of the Sierra Highlands (Fletcher, 2000).
Geologic structure such as faults may be one of the most important
determinants for surface drainage patterns and the subsequent distribution of alluvial
material. Rivers on the western side of Sierra De Laguna Mountains have
dramatically different drainage patterns than rivers and streams on the eastern side.
Western rivers, such as the San Jacinto, El Refugio, and San Juan del Aserradero,
flow along the base of the mountains in a north-south or south-north direction. After
flowing in a north south trend, the rivers and washes turn abruptly and flow west to
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the Pacific Ocean. North-south orientation of rivers seems to follow geologic
faults. These are normal faults associated with the uplifting and eastward tilt of the
Sierra De Laguna Mountains and strike-slip faults associated with the San Anderas
Fault.
Interception of Alluvial Material
Rivers that flows in a north-south direction at the base of the mountains
cuts off the source of surface water, ground water, and alluvium material to the
inland valleys. Surface runoff, ground water and alluvium from the Sierra De
Laguna highland are intersected by the streams and carried out to the Pacific Ocean.
No alluvial deposits of quaternary in age are found west of drainage that flows at the
base of the mountain highlands. Large boulders of granite composition ranging in
size from one to two meters in width are found in the San Jacinto River. These
boulders originated as alluvial deposits at the base of the Sierra De Laguna
Mountains. The boulders were transported distances up to ten kilometers (6.2
miles). A granite boulder the size of a Toyota pick-up truck occupies the drainage
channel of the San Jacinto River seven kilometers from the Pacific Ocean. Because
the geology of this part of the San Jacinto River consists of metamorphic rocks, and
since a boulder consisting of granite composition is out of place, this boulder must
have been transported at lest thirteen kilometers by the river. The process of mass
wasting and transporting of debris is particularly apparent during the monsoon
season. These rivers rage with water and debris during storm events. Flash floods
that originate in the mountain highlands, often washing out, and in some cases
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burying roads with boulders, cobble, and gravel. Several storm runoffs of this type
in Southern Baja were observed during the course of this study.
A combination of steep topographic relief due to uplifting of the
mountains and strike-slip faulting has resulted in a unique pattern of surface
drainage in some basins of Baja. The position, location, and structural trend of
geologic faults has played an important role in water resources of the inland valleys
west of the mountains. The inner basins on the western side of the Sierra De Laguna
Mountains do not accumulate thick deposits of alluvial material. Ground water in
arid basins is stored in alluvial material. The accumulation of this water is over
geologic time; thus subsurface water resources in arid environments are often
refereed to as "fossil water"(Anderson and Wells, 1997).
Section Six
Lab Work on Water Flow Rates and Basin Analysis
Porosity and Permeability
Southern Baja basins on the western side of the Sierra De Laguna
Mountains lack thick alluvial deposits. Since these basins lack alluvial material of
significant thickness, the only medium for storage of ground water resources is the
granite and metamorphic basement rock. Rocks that store fluids such as water have
porosity and/ or permeability. The fundamental requirement for water storage by a
rock is porosity, the proportion of the volume of a rock that consists of open space
(where water and fluids are stored). The best rock for porosity is quartz sandstone.
The rounded quartz grains provide voids where water may be stored. Once the
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water is stored it must be able to move. Permeability is a measure of the ease with
which fluid can travel or move through a porous material (Bates and Jackson,
1987). The movement of water permeability allows wells to operate in a fixed
location. As subsurface water is removed from a well, the recharge of the water
level is due to water traveling through the substrate (Figure-9).
Figure-9
Non-porous Metamorphic Rocks
Figure-9 Porosity is the portion of the volume of a rock or material
that consists of open space where fluids are stored. Porosity is
represented as the aqua color. Permeability is a measure of ease with
which fluids may travel. Permeability is represented by the blue
arrows. "When fluids come into contact -with non-porous material it
will not penetrate that surface and flow on top of it.
Porosity and Permeability Flow Rates
Granite and metamorphic rock samples were collected from five basins in
Southwestern Baja and tested for water porosity and permeability rates. Rock
samples from the five Baja basins were weighed and oven dried. Samples were then
soaked in a measured volume of water over a 24-hour period. The portion of water
not absorbed, was subtracted from the initial volume of water. The porosity is the
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difference, the amount of water absorbed by the rock. Rock samples, after being
baked dry a second time, had water dripped onto the sample with a burette over a
half-hour period. Any water not absorbed by the rock was drained into a beaker.
The water in the beaker was subtracted from the initial volume of water. The
difference between the initial and remanding water samples represented the water
absorbed by each representative sample. Water absorption (porosity) rates were
then plotted as a percent of mass using regression equations (Figure-10).
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Figure-10 Porosity as a percent of saturation was ploted against the
percent of mass (grams) of rock types. Blue represents granite rock
from southern Baj a. Yellow metamorphic samples from southern Baja.
Green basalt from northern Mexico. Aqua represents limestone from
the Spring Mountains in southern Nevada. Red is Navajo Sandstone in
Moab Utah. The black is alluvial material from southern Baja. Note
the large difference between matamorphic rocks and alluvial material
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The second part of this experiment concentrated on how much water
moved through the rock samples (permeability). Samples from the five Baja basins
were dried and placed on a ring stand. Fifty millimeters of water was allowed to
drip from a burette onto the rock. The amount of water that moved through the rock
was recorded as permeability. The rock samples from the Baja basins were then
compared to samples of granite, metamorphic complexes, limestone, basalt, and
sandstone from drainage basins in the southwestern United States. Sandstone had
the highest water absorption, followed by limestone, and then basalt. Metamorphic
rocks had the lowest, and granite rocks had slightly higher porosity rates than
metamorphic rocks. Rock samples from basins in Southern Baja, consisting of
granite and metamorphic rocks, had very low rates of porosity and permeability.
The conclusion of these tests indicates that basement rock, in Southern Baja
consisting of granite and metamorphic rocks from Baja basins has a low water
storage capacity.
Alluvial and soil samples from Southern Baja were then analyzed for
porosity and permeability. The alluvial samples were oven dried and weighed.
These samples from basins in Southern Baja were saturated with water from burettes
over various spans of time from fifteen minutes to an hour. Excess water was
drained into a beaker and subtracted from the initial volume of water.
Baja alluvial samples were tested and compared to alluvial and clay soils
from Death Valley, California, The Imperial Valley in California, and the San
Jacinto Basin in Central Baja Mexico. Porosity as an average percent was obtained
by taking the difference in density from the dry and wet samples. Alluvial samples
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from the Southern Baja basins had an average porosity of 42 percent. Death Valley,
California had a porosity of 37 percent and the sample from San Jacinto consisted of
38 percent. Sandy soil from the Imperial Valley in California had the highest
porosity, consisting of 47 percent. After experimentation of alluvial samples, it was
determined that the alluvium soil of Southern Baja had high water storage potential
(Figure-11).
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Figure-11 Porosity as a percent of saturation shows alluvial-surface samples
from drainage basins in arid climates in California and Mexico. Southern Baja
basins have simular saturation and water storage potential. Alluvial samples
were taken from basins in arid climates.
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Drainage Basin Modeling
The distribution and thickness of alluvial material within a basin is a
useful indicator for potential water resources. High-resolution air photographs and
topographic maps were used for hydrological basin analysis. Air photographs
revealed drainage patterns as well as the distribution of washes and rivers in each of
the Baja basins. The watershed area was computed for the eight drainage basins of
Southern Baja from photographs and topographic maps. Watershed characteristics,
such as area, geometry, drainage network, slope, and drainage density, were used to
evaluate potential water resources of these basins. Information of this type taken
from air photographs and standard 1:250000 topographic maps were used to
construct Digital Elevation Modeling (DEM). Modeling of this type has been used
to evaluate basin water resources in the Southwestern United States and in northern
Mexico. (Miller, Guertin, Syed and Goodrich, 1999).
Topographic profiling of the eight Baja basins indicated that these basins
are separate and independent of each other with respect to drainage. With that in
mind, it is important to note that ground water resources may also be independent
from basin to basin. Slope profiles, the differences in elevation and the relief from
the source area of alluvial are used to estimate overall alluvial and surface water
distribution. The greater the distribution and thickness of alluvial material, the
greater potential for ground water resources within a given basin.
The La Grande Arroyo drainage basin is the upper basin that feeds into
Todos Santos. Digital Elevation Modeling, using parameters such as size, shape,
and relief, indicated a large possible ground water aquifer in La Grande Arroyo
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basin. The Grande Arroyo has a maximum watershed area of 97.40 km2. DEM uses
topographic relief to estimate mean, minimum, and maximum watershed slope
profiles as a standard deviation. Drainage patterns taken from high-resolution air
photography and topographic maps rely on elevation differences to construct
drainage profiles. Elevation differences and gradient were used to construct mean,
minimum, and maximum drainage slope as a percent. The mean channel slope for
the Grande Arroyo consists of 6.038 %.
The only inconsistency in the model was accumulation of alluvial
material to a depth of at least 150 meters. The alluvial deposits within La Grandae
Arroyo basin are only three to five meters thick. All other aspects of this drainage
basin fit into a pattern of basin fill by alluvial and subsequent ground water storage.
La Grandae Arroyo lacks alluvial deposits due to interception of these deposits by
the north to south flow of the San Juan de Los Lagos River. The river flows south
along the Sierra De Laguna foothills and then turns west, flowing through the La
Grande Arroyo basin. The river is like a conveyor belt, removing debris from the
mountains and transporting it to the sea.
The primary problem with using DEM in Southern Baja is that none of
the basins on the western side of the mountain highlands contain thick alluvial
material. A lack of these deposits and basement rock that is unable to store ground
water reduces the likelihood for ground water storage in Southwestern Baja basins.
In addition, the most severe problem with respect to water resources is the isolation
of these basins. Since drainage cuts off the source of alluvial, and water runoff from
the mountain highlands, the inner basins are hydro logically isolated. Water
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resources within these basins consist primarily of actual precipitation that falls
within the basin itself. Western basins are unlike the San Jose basin, which has
surface water that originates as runoff from the Sierra De Laguna Mountains.
Section Seven
Fiesta Surf Development Area and Field Mapping
Fiesta Surf Property
The Fiesta Surf Property was purchased as a portion of a large ranch,
subdivided into parcels approximately 250 meters (820 feet) of coastal boundary and
7,000 meters (4.34 miles) of land into the interior. Fiesta Surf Corporation has
acquired two side-by-side parcels and is in the process of acquiring additional
property that borders the parcels to the north. The major access to the western
portion of this property is along Mexico Federal Highway 19, which parallels the
Pacific Coast. The western portion of the property consists of hills that reach a
height of 282 meters. Coastal hills on the property offers a 180-degree ocean view.
The hilltops offer an ocean view to the west, with an additional eastern view of the
inland valley in the foreground, and the Sierra De Laguna Mountains in the
background (Figures-12 and 13).
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Figure-12 View from the top of Mt. Palmar on the Fiesta Surf Property
looking north towards Todos Santos.
Figure-13 Coastal hills of Fiesta Surf in the foreground and the Sierra De Laguna in
the background.
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Geologic Setting of Fiesta Surf
This next section refers to the geologic map and abbreviations used on the
geologic mapping units. The geology of the Fiesta Surf property and adjacent area
was a major focus of the mapping exercise. Fiesta Surf, surface drainage,
topography, and the distribution of alluvial material are the most important aspect of
this map (Figure-14);(Appendix-A). Geologic units vary from beach sand deposits
to amphibolites (metamorphosed basalt). Eight geologic units are identified on this
map. Geologic ages were based on identified unites that correlate to rock in other
areas of Baja. Age relations range from Jurassic (200 million years ago) to recent
sedimentary beach sand deposits. The oldest unit is the Gasperino Metamorphic
Complex Jurassic in age. Gasperino metamorphic complex, mapping symbol (Jam)
is represented on the map as a dark green color. This unit is comprised of clastic
metamorphic rocks high in mica minerals. The Palmar Granite mapping symbol
(Ki) is pink in color. Palmar granites cretaceous in age intruded into the Gasperino
Metamorphic unit. Palmar granites make up the coastal highlands, with an elevation
of 282 meters above sea level. The developers will construct the major portion of
the buildings on these solid granite hills. East of the coastal hills, the topography
decreases in elevation to sixty meters, resulting in an inland valley. This inland
valley is drained by several washes that flow into the San Jacinto River. Rock
exposures of metamorphic amphibolites map unit(Jam) dominate this inland basin.
Washes within the basin contain sand and gravel deposits map unit (Qaw), light in
color and resembling sand deposits found along the coast on the beaches. Baja has
beaches consisting of white sand due to erosion and decomposed granite. The
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sediment has been transported by rivers such as the San Jacinto and deposited into
the ocean. The sediment is then transported by long shore currents and deposited by
tides along the coast. The major composition of these wash deposits consists of
fragments of granite rock types.
Topographically, above the washes, an alluvial material, map unit (Mai)
which overlies the basement amphibolites rocks. The alluvial unit is widely
distributed, and is one of the major units of the map. Alluvial material with regards
to water resources is the most important geologic unit (Figure-14);(Appendix-A
large version of Figure-14). The topography of an inland basin in conjunction with
alluvial surfaces would, in theory, have large water storage potential. Laboratory
analysis of this material found that it has a high degree of porosity and permeability,
and thus a large water storage potential. Two cross sections on the map drawn
across the map ( A to A' and B to B') reveal that this unit is only a few meters thick.
Below the alluvial, the geology consists of metamorphic and granite bedrock with
low water storage potential. Although the widely distributed alluvial material has a
high water storage potential, it is too thin, with regards to deposition to have a high
water storage capacity. Furthermore, the inner basin of the mapping area is isolated
with respect to drainage and runoff from the Sierra De Laguna Mountains. Geologic
mapping of the Fiesta Surf property indicated that the property has very limited
water resources.
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Section Eight
Results and Conclusions
Discussion of the Water Table of Southern Baja
From a geologic perspective, the southern tip of Baja is unique. The
geologic setting of Southern Baja is unusual in comparison to other basins in desert
regions and in Mexico, with respect to drainage and deposition of alluvial material.
Geologic events such as faulting and mountain uplifting have directly influenced
surface drainage. A drainage system influenced by geologic structures have
deprived the inner basins on the western side of the Sierra De Laguna of water
runoff and alluvial material. Basins with thin layers of alluvial material and non-
porous bedrock lack water storage potential.
The primary source of water in Southern Baja is precipitation in the
mountain highlands. Ground water results from rainfall absorbed down through the
alluvial material. When water comes into contact with non-porous crystalline
material such as granite and metamorphic rocks, it does not penetrate. This
combination of geologic units results in a subsurface water level that is shallow with
respect to depth of the aquifer. Subsurface water tables near the surface on initial
observation may give an impression of an abundance of ground water. This initial
impression has resulted in an overestimation of water resources of Southern Baja.
The fundamental problem is that subsurface water in Southern Baja penetrates to a
depth of one to three meters. The depth is directly attributed to the thickness of
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alluvial material. It is unlikely to find deep aquifers in a geologic setting comprised
of a thin layer of alluvial covering a non-porous bedrock.
The only Southern Baja basin with thick deposits of alluvial material is the
San Jose River Basin. Thick alluvial deposits are capable of storing larger quantities
of water. Subsurface water may penetrate deep into the alluvial, resulting in a
deeper water aquifer. The San Jose Basin is the major source of water for most of
Southern Baja. Agricultural and resort development in southern Baja utilizes water
resources from the San Jose Basin. Development and the subsequent mining of
water from San Jose have resulted in a lowering of the water table within this basin.
Water from the San Jose Basin is transported over forty kilometers by a pipeline to
resorts. This fact alone raises suspicion about the availability of water in this region.
The question then is, why would a city like Cabo San Lucas import water forty
kilometers, if it could utilize ground water within the Cabo basin? Cabo San Lucas
has the largest population, attracts greater tourist numbers, and has the largest
revenue base. The problem with the Cabo Drainage Basin is that the geology
consists of a thin layer of alluvial over non-porous granite rocks.
Water Mirage in the Desert
The emergence of ground water along faults and springs throughout southern
Baja provides an impression of abundant supplies of water. The mechanics for this
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water system is water penetration through the thin alluvium surface. Subsurface
water moves through the alluvial surfaces in a vertical direction. When contact is
made with the non-porous subsurface crystalline rocks, the water flows in a
horizontal direction on top of the non-porous crystalline rocks. Springs in Todos
Santos emerge when subsurface water makes contact with geological faults.
Todos Santos occupies a basin bound by strike-slip faults. Ground water
originates in a larger basin, La Grande Arroyo above the town. This basin forms a
bottleneck near the town of Todos Santos. A steep gradient from the upper basin
allows the ground water to flow into Todos Santos, and emerges as a spring along a
strike-slip fault. This topographic and geologic setting provides strong water
pressure, and thus leads to the interpretation of a plentiful supply of water. The
important and underlying aspect of water resources in this area is that the aquifer is
shallow. This may be evident considering that water levels and spring activity vary
from year to year. The fluctuation of water in the Todos Santos spring is directly
related to yearly variations in rainfall (Figure-15).
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Non Porous Metamorphic Rock
Non Porous Metamorphic Rock
Figure-15 Water penetrates the alluvial (Yellow). When water
comes into contact with non-porous metamorphic rock it flows
through the alluvial on top of the metamorphic rock. Water
often emerges as a spring along a geologic fault. The Springs
at Todos Santos emerge along a strike-slip fault.
Discussion of the Water Resources of Fiesta Surf
The developers of the Fiesta Surf Resort will have to depend on ground
water resources due to insufficient surface water on the property. Water resources
from the fiesta surf property are limited due to the geologic setting. Subsurface
water levels of the inner basin on the Fiesta Surf property are likely to be shallow.
This basin consists of a thin layer of alluvial that overlies non-porous crystalline
rocks. The closest source of water to support a large resort and golf course will be
the San Jacinto River basin, 1.5 kilometers to the south of Fiesta Surf. The
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agricultural community of Plutarco Elias Calles currently withdraws water from
wells within the San Jacinto River.
Rio San Jacinto flows from the mountain highlands to the Pacific Ocean.
During the dry season this river loses surface water approximately seven miles from
the coast. On occasions, monsoons result in significant rainfall to provide enough
surface water for the river to flow into the Pacific Ocean. Surface and subsurface
water in Rio San Jacinto is directly related to rainfall and runoff. Over a four-year
period from 1997 to 2001, the San Jacinto River dried up prior to discharging into
the Pacific Ocean (Figure-16).
Figure-16 San Jacinto River looking west down river. The river loses surface water
7.1 kilometers east of the Pacific Ocean.
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From September 2001 to February 2002, surface water in the San Jacinto River
reached the Pacific Ocean. This water level was attributed to a tropical storm that
stalled and dumped twenty-six inches of rainfall over a two-day period in September
(Bentley, 2002).
The September 2001 monsoon resulted in flooding and the destruction of
Mexico Highway 19. A half-kilometer stretch of the highway was washed out
where the road crosses the San Jacinto Flood Plain. Other monsoon seasons
produce almost no rainfall, resulting in drought. The variance of seasons to dry,
floods to drought, results in unstable and unpredictable source of water from rivers.
Ground water resources withdrawn through wells are a stable alternative. However,
these subsurface water resources are finite and part of a fragile hydrological system.
Developments such as Fiesta Surf that utilize groundwater resources will
have a significant impact on the supply of ground water. As this area is developed
with resorts, an increase in the demand for water will follow. In conjunction with
resort growth, agriculture is on the increase. The increase in agriculture has been
brought about by an increase in demand for agricultural products in the resort cities.
Portions of the desert above the San Jacinto Flood Plain have been graded to
accommodate additional agriculture fields. Desert vegetation has been removed to
accommodate additional farming north of Todos Santos. These fields will rely on
ground water within the hydrological water basin of San Jacinto and Todos Santos.
A combination of resort properties and increased agriculture will place intense
demands on the availability and supply of ground water. The impacts on ground
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water may be the single most important impact on the ecology of this area. The
desert ecosystem survives from one monsoon season to another. During periods of
droughts, which may last from two to five years, the plant and animal communities
have evolved and adapted to this environment. Mining of water and a subsequent
drop of water tables will add to the severity of droughts.
Conclusion
Surface and ground water in the Southern Baja peninsula are interlocked,
hydrologically related, and inseparable. This is due primarily to a shallow water
aquifer. A drop in subsurface water will result in surface water disappearing.
Surface water will infiltrate the substrate to replenish the dropping subsurface water
level. A geologic setting comprised of non-porous granite and metamorphic rocks
with a thin layer of porous sedimentary alluvial reduces water storage capacity.
Storm runoff and surface water flow from the mountain highlands are the primary
source for ground water. Springs in Todos Santos have stopped flowing due to
withdrawal of ground water. The natural recharge rate of the aquifer cannot keep up
with the withdrawal of water from wells. Volume variations in springs, rivers, and
streams in Southern Baja are likely related to yearly variations in rainfall/recharge.
The most important environmental impact in Southern Baja, and within
the Fiesta Surf development area will be water resources. One resort the Pueblo
Bonito Rose Hotel is the only hotel to use ocean water for hotel use. Pueblo Bonito
has built a reverse osmosis desalination plant, however, this resort is only one of
thirty-two major resorts (Figure-17). Real estate firms and developers may have to
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come to terms with the reality that water resources are finite, due to a shallow
aquifer and are part of a fragile desert ecosystem. Developers have the impression
that the area has a deep-water aquifer, and that the supply of water is plentiful.
Todos Santos is situated within a valley bounded by rolling hills to the east and the
Pacific Ocean to the west. As you drive across the Baja desert and descend into the
Todos Santos Valley, a green, water-rich environment that appears as a mirage in
A
the middle of the desert. Realtors have their offices among the palm trees in the lush
and green valley of Todos Santos. This lush green setting gives an impression of
plentiful and abundant water, though the abundant water impression is nothing more
than a mirage in itself.
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Figure-17 Pueblo Bonito Rose Hotel in Cabo San Lucas uses a desalination process
to treat seawater for hotel use. The pool water is fresh water from the purification
system located on property adjacent to the hotel.
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Appendix-A
Fiesta Surf Geologic Map Printed May 15, 2002
Scale One Inch Equals 1,000 Meters
Field work January 1998 to March 2001
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